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Introduction
Back in 2004, I was very fortunate to have met my coach and training 
partner, Chris. Chris, taught me to train in multiple rep ranges. I was 
young, trusting and did what he said. After all, Chris was a big natural 
bodybuilder and was over 6 foot tall.

 It just made sense to do what he said. Over the next 3 years I used his 
style of training and made amazing progress. 

I continued to use Chris’ training philosophies for nearly a decade, and 
they never let me down. I’d probably be lost without your guidance.

His style of lifting made me big and strong. What more could you ask for?
This workout is based on Chris’s System that never failed me. I have 
tweaked it a bit over the years. I hope that you find some use for it, and 
if you do end up running it for 10+ years...well, feel free to make chang-
es. No system is perfect unless you adapt it to your individual needs.
Chris was ahead of his time. 

He trained with professional bodybuilders for more than 20 years. He 
approached training routine design from a scientific standpoint in an era 
where everything was Weider Principles this and Weider Principles that. 
Simply stated, muscles tend to respond differently to different rep rang-
es. C

hris believed that by training in all reasonable rep ranges, you could 
maximize muscle hypertrophy while boosting strength. This approach 
worked for me, and I hope it works for you.



WORKOUT NOTES
Failure - I do not recommend training to failure. Try to perform each set 
until you feel like you may fail on the next rep, then stop. It’s ok if you 
occasionally fail on a set, but do not purposely try to train to failure on 
every set.

Progression - You must have the goal of progressing on every set of every 
workout. Sets performed with a half-hearted effort are wasted. If you 
lack energy or are pressed for time, it’s better to perform fewer quality 
sets then it is to waste sets.

Splits - You can split this system numerous ways, but remember that 
training more then 4 days per week is generally not beneficial for natural 
bodybuilders. What is the best split? The one you will use and stick with.

Small Tweaks - What if I don’t like training in the 6 to 12 rep range, 
and want to train in the 6 to 10 rep range? Then train in the 6 to 10 rep 
range. What if I don’t like training in the 3 to 5 rep range? Then train 
in the 4 to 6 rep range. 40 burn reps are too difficult!? Then aim for 30 
burn reps. Note: small tweaks are ok, as long as you are using the core 
mechanisms of this program. Don’t obsess about the details - obsess 
about moving weight and getting bigger!

Alternating Exercises - It is not a bad idea to alternate exercises every 
other week. You can’t possibly fit every exercise into every workout. For 
example: for muscle sets you could hit dumbbell bench presses one week 
and chest dips the next week. In this program you will find a list of the 
best free weight exercises for every muscle group. So feel free to swap 
out one exercise for your favorites.

Total Sets - It is better to start with the minimal amount of sets, and 
build in to this routine by adding sets if you find you need more work.

Calves - Please note that there are no power sets for calves. I am not 
convinced that calves respond effectively to lower rep training.

Quads - If you love pain, you can do a single 20 rep set of squats for your 
quad burn work.



THE ROUTINES
One of the most popular exercises programs is the 4-Day a week workout 
split. This consists of 2 days on and 1 day off. This is one of the many 
programs that bodybuilders have been following for years. It’s idea 
because it allows you gives you enough time at the gym to reap the best 
results as long as your training is effective. 

I’ve been following the 4 day split for many years now and never had a 
problem with it with reaching my goals. 

The biggest mistakes a lot of people make is training more than two days 
in a row. 

Trust me, you don’t want to burn out to early in the week. When you 
follow the workouts in this guide, your risk of overtraining is nil.

A 4-Day Split routine is ideal and it helps break up the week a bit. For 
me, I like to train Monday and Tuesday, Take Wednesay off and Go back 
and Train Thursday and Friday. That way I have the flexibility of having 
the weekends to completely unwind.



You can split this system numerous ways, but remember that training more 
then 4 days per week is generally not beneficial for natural bodybuilders. 
Besides, taking a day off every second day allows your body and mind to 
fully recover, heal, refuel and grow.

Here is a what a 4-day workout split looks like:

Example 4 day workout split
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Train Train Rest Train Train Rest Rest

You can start with any day as long as you keep the order the same.

Alternate 4 Day Training Split 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Rest Train Train Rest Train Train Rest

You get the point. Two days on. One day off. Two days on. Two days off. 

The way you group your body parts will affect how fast you grow. The best 
way I have learned, through good old-fashioned trial and error, is to group 
them this way.

HOW TO GROUP BODY PARTS?

4 Day-Split Workout Routine
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

Chest/Triceps Quads, Hamstrings 
and Calves

Back/Abs Shoulders/Biceps

Your calf muscles should also be worked every time you train your legs. 
You’d be suprised how many people neglect training their calf muscles. 
The weaker your calves, the less volume of work your legs will be able to 
handle, especially when you do squat exercises.



When you’re training shoulders you want to make sure to work your delts 
as well.

Below is an example of how you can set up your week. The schedule below 
starts on a Monday and gives you the weekend off.

Example 4 day workout split
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Chest/

Triceps/
Forearms

Quads/Hamstrings 
and Calves

Rest Back/Abs Train Rest Rest

You don’t need to start your training week on a Monday, you can can 
whichever days suits you, but make sure to keep the same layout. 

If you prefer, you can even start your week on Saturday as shown below

Alternate 4 Day Workout Split 
Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Legs Chest/Triceps/
Forearms

Rest Back/Abs Shoulders/
Biceps

Rest Rest

As long as you keep the order of the workouts and take your rest days 
you can even start with a different muscle group at the beginning of your 
week. See below.

Alternate 4 Day Workout Split #2
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Chest/Triceps/
Forearms

Rest Back/Abs Shoulders/
Biceps

Rest Rest Quads/
Hamstrings 

& Calves



WHAT ARE THE BEST MUSCLE BUILDING 
MOVES

There are literally hundreds of training programs out there - Some are 
great and others not so good at all. what works for you will be different 

than what works for other people. 

For years, the most effective exercises that has been proven to In-
creased strength, muscle growth and fat loss is to.... 

Focus on BIG COMPOUND MOVES And You 
Won’t Be Dissappointed!

Before we proceed, lets go through the best free weight exercises for 
packing on muscle fast



THE BEST FREE WEIGHT EXERCISES
CHEST BACK

 ● Barbell or dumbbell flat bench press
 ● Barbell or dumbell incline bench press
 ● Barbell or dumbell decline bench 
press
 ● Weighted dips, leaning forward
 ● Decline flyes, incline, decline or flat

 ● Deadlift
 ● Barbell row
 ● Barbell or dumbell decline bench press
 ● Chin-ups
 ● One-Arm rowBarbell or dumbell shrugs

LEGS SHOULDERS

 ● Squats
 ● Stiff-leg deadlifts

 ● Standing/Seated barbell or dumbell press
 ● Side-raise
 ● Front-raise
 ● Barbell upright row

TRICEPS BICEPS

 ● Close-grip bench press
 ● Lying Barbell Extension (flat or de-

cline)Barbell or dumbell decline bench 
press

 ● Weighted Dips
 ● Seated single dummbell extension

 ● Barbell curl
 ● Alternate dumbbell curl
 ● Reverse Barbell Curl
 ● Hammer-grip dumbell curl
 ● Preacher Curl



SAMPLE ROUTINES
The sample routines provided on the following pages are simply 
examples.

You have the flexibility with this routine to design your own training split 
and chose your own exercises. I have provided two sample workouts for 
each muscle group. You do not need to print these out. They have been 
outlined for you in the training logs section. Odd numbered weeks in 
your training log include the first sample routine and the even numbered 
weeks in your training log include the second sample routine. 

After completing this program you should be able to design your own 
by varying rest time, reps, sets and exercises. If you have an injury or a 
reason for not wanting to perform any of the exercises below and feel 
free to replace with a different exercises.

LEG DAY - SAMPLE #1

1. Squat
2. Leg Extensions
3. Lunge
4. Leg Curl

4 Sets / 3-5 Reps
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps

2 Sets / 40 Reps

LEG DAY - SAMPLE #2

1. Hack Squat
2. Leg Extensions
3. Lunges
4. Leg Press

4 Sets / 3-5 Reps
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps 
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps
1-2 Sets / 40 Reps



CHEST - SAMPLE #1

1. Bench Press
2. Incline Flyes
3. Dumbell Bench Press
4. Dumbbell Flys

4 Sets / 3-5 Reps
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2-3Sets / 6-12 Reps

2 Sets / 40 Reps

CHEST - SAMPLE #2

1. Dumbbell Bench Press
1. Incline Bench Press
2. Cable Crossover
3. Decline Flyes

4 Sets / 3-5 Reps
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2-3Sets / 6-12 Reps

2 Sets / 40 Reps

BACK - SAMPLE #1

1. Deadlift
2. Bent-over Barbell 

Rows
3. Lat Pull-Down
4. Seated Cable Row

2-4 Sets / 3-5 Reps
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps

2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2 Sets / 40 Reps

BACK - SAMPLE #2

1. Wide-grip pullups
2. Romanian Deadlift
3. Hyper-extensions
4. Single Arm Dumbbell 

Row

2-4 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2-4 Sets / 3-5 Reps 

2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2 Sets / 40 Reps



SHOULDERS - SAMPLE #1

1. Standing Shoulder 
Press

2. Front Laterals
3. Cable Laterals
4. EZ Bar Upright Rows

4 Sets / 3-5 Reps

2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps

2 Sets / 40 Reps

SHOULDERS - SAMPLE #2

1. Seated Dumbbell Press
2. Side Laterals
3. Front Laterals
4. Dumbbell Front Later-

al Raise

4 Sets / 3-5 Reps
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2-3 Sets / 6-12 Reps

2 Sets / 40 Reps

BICEPS - SAMPLE #1

1. Dumbbell Alternate 
Curls

1. Barbell Curls
2. Concentration Curl

2 Sets / 6-12 Reps 
2 Sets / 3-5 Reps 

5 X 10
1-2 Sets / 40 Reps

BICEPS - SAMPLE #2

1. Standing Dumbbell 
Hammer Curls

2. Cross Body Hammer 
Curls

3. Preacher Curls

2 Sets / 6-12 Reps 

2 Sets / 3-5 Reps 
5 X 10 

1-2 Sets / 40 Reps



TRICEPS - SAMPLE #1

1. Close-Grip Bench Press
2. Tricep Kickbacks
3. Tricep Rope Pushdown
4. Overhead Dumbell Press

2 Sets / 3-5 Reps
2 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2 Sets / 6-12 Reps

 1 Set / 40 Reps

TRICEPS - SAMPLE #2

1. Lying Barbell Exension
2. Dips
3. Reverse Grip Pushups
4. Cable Tricep Extension

2 Sets / 3-5 Reps
2 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2 Sets / 6-12 Reps

1 Set / 40 Reps

FOREARMS - SAMPLE #1

5. Dumbbell Wrist Curls
6. Reverse Dumbbell Wrist Curls

2 Sets / 6-12 Reps
2 Sets / 6-12 Reps

FOREARMS - SAMPLE #2

1. Reverse Barbell Wrist 
Curls

2 Sets / 6-12 Reps



ABDOMINALS - SAMPLE #1

1. Cable Crunch
2. Leg Raise

2 Sets / 10-20 Reps
2 Sets / 10-20 Reps

ABDOMINALS - SAMPLE #2

3. Side Bends
4. Hanging Leg Raise

2 Sets / 10-20 Reps
2 Sets / 10-20Reps



 

BLANK DAILY WORKOUT LOGS
These are copyright-free training diary pages. You are free to make as 
many copies of these training diary pages as needed for your own per-
sonal use. Simply print them out and make photo copies to design your 
own program after completing the one that has been provided for you.
One template has room for up to 5-sets. The second template has room 
for up to 8-sets.



Here is a sample of effective exercises that you can use in building your own routines. You’ll 
be provided with photos of the start and finish position along with a link to a web page that 
shows a video demonstration of each one. The largest exercise database that I have found 
online is at the site CriticalBench.com. If you need more exercises ideas feel free to grab some 
from the database.

I’m not personally aware of any injuries you may have or what equipment you have access to. 
The exercises in the program are recommendations. If you can’t or don’t want to perform a 
certain exercise please feel free to substitute it for another exercise. I just ask that to keep the 
integrity of the program intact that you select another exercise for the same muscle group.
Perform each exercise slowly and don’t be overly concerned about how much weight you are 
using. Go for the feel and go for the pump. Try to establish the mind body connection focus-
ing on the muscle you’re training.

Always remember to do at least 2-3 light warm-up sets before beginning any body part.
Think positive and train hard!

EXERCISE DESCRIPTION LOGS



BENCH PRESS

Primary Muscle Group: Chest 
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Barbell, Flat Bench

Lie on the bench with your feet, firmly 
planted on the ground. Space your hands 
evenly across the bar slightly wider than 
shoulder width. Un-rack the weight and 
lower the bar until it makes contact with 
the lower portion of your chest. Drive the 
weight back up into the starting position 
and complete this motion until you have 
reached muscular failure.

Tip: The should always come to a complete 
stop after it touches your chest. It is very 
imporant that you do not bounce or jerk 
the weight up using momentum. You 
should always make sure to keep your butt 
planted on the bench at all times. 

INCLINE BENCH PRESS

Primary Muscle Group: Chest 
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Barbell, Incline Bench

Lie on the incline bench and grip the bar 
evenly, just outside shoulder width. Keep 
your feet, butt and shoulders planted firmly 
on the bench and un-rack the weight. 
Lower the bar to your upper chest, pause 
briefly, and drive the weight back up into 
the starting position.

Tips: Make sure that the bench is angled 
at no more than 30 degrees. If you tilt the 
bench too high you will end up placing too 
much emphasis on the shoulders rather 
than the chest. Also remember to avoid 
bouncing and jerking the weight and in-
stead use a smooth and controlled motion. 
It would also be wise to avoid locking your 
elbows out at the top of the movement, as 
this could lead to an injury.

CHEST EXERCISES



DECLINE DUMBBELL PRESS

Primary Muscle Group: Chest 
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Barbell, Flat Bench

Sit down on decline bench with feet under 
leg brace and dumbbells resting on thigh. 
Lie back with dumbbells. Position dumb-
bells to sides of chest with bent arm under 
each dumbbell.

Press dumbbells up with elbows to sides 
until arms are extended. Lower weight to 
sides of chest until slight stretch is felt in 
chest or shoulder. Repeat.

INCLINE FLY

Primary Muscle Group: Chest 
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Barbell, Incline Bench

Grasp two dumbbells. Lie supine on bench. 
Support dumbbells above upper chest with 
arms fixed in slightly bent position. Bend 
elbows slightly and internally rotate shoul-
ders so elbows point out to sides.

Lower dumbbells outward to sides of shoul-
ders. Keep elbows fixed in slightly bent 
position. When a stretch is felt in chest or 
shoulders, bring dumbbells back together 
in hugging motion above upper chest until 
dumbbells are nearly together. Repeat.



CABLE CROSSOVER

Primary Muscle Group: Pectorials
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Cable Machine

Sit down on decline bench with feet under 
leg brace and dumbbells resting on thigh. 
Lie back with dumbbells. Position dumb-
bells to sides of chest with bent arm under 
each dumbbell.

Press dumbbells up with elbows to sides 
until arms are extended. Lower weight to 
sides of chest until slight stretch is felt in 
chest or shoulder. Repeat.

DUMBBELL PULLOVERS

Primary Muscle Group: Pectorials
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Barbell, Incline Bench

Lie on upper back perpendicular to bench. 
Flex hips slightly. Grasp one dumbbell 
from behind or from side with both hands 
under inner plate of dumbbell. Position 
dumbbell over chest with elbows slightly 
bent.

Keeping elbows slightly bent throughout 
movement, lower dumbbell over and beyond 
head until upper arms are in-line with torso. 
Pull dumbbell up and over chest. Repeat.



LOW CABLE RAISE

Primary Muscle Group: Inner & Upper-
Pectorials
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Cable Machine

Hold low cables as shown with hands 
pronated. Pull up on transversus and pelvic 
floor. Inhale. Raise slightly bent arms rap-
idly forward to head level while supinating 
palms. Lower arms slowly to start position 
while exhaling.

PUSHUPS

Primary Muscle Group: Pectorials
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Nothing

Lie prone on floor with hands slightly wid-
er than shoulder width. Raise body up off 
floor by extending arms with body straight.

Keeping body straight, lower body to floor by 
bending arms. Push body up until arms are 
extended. Repeat.



Squat

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Squat Rack and Bar-
bell

From rack with barbell at upper chest 
height, position bar high on back of shoul-
ders and grasp barbell to sides. Dismount 
bar from rack and stand with shoulder 
width stance. 

Squat down by bending hips back while 
allowing knees to bend forward, keeping 
back straight and knees pointed same 
direction as feet. Descend until thighs are 
just past parallel to floor. Extend knees 
and hips until legs are straight. Return and 
repeat.

HACK SQUAT

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Hack Squat Machine

Position barbell just behind legs. With feet 
flat on floor, squat down and grasp barbell 
from behind with overhand grip.

Lift bar by extending hips and knees to full 
extension. Squat down by bending hips back 
while allowing knees to bend forward, keeping 
back straight and knees pointed same direction 
as feet. 

Descend until thighs are close to parallel to 
floor and bar is behind lower leg. Repeat.



BARBELL SQUAT

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Leg Extension Ma-
chine

Lift bar by extending hips and knees to full 
extension. Squat down by bending hips 
back while allowing knees to bend forward, 
keeping back straight and knees pointed 
same direction as feet. Descend until thighs 
are close to parallel to floor and bar is be-
hind lower leg. Repeat.

HACK SQUATS

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Squat Rack & Barbell

Clean bar from floor or dismount bar from 
rack. From rack with barbell upper chest 
height, position bar on back of shoulders 
and grasp barbell to sides.

Lunge forward with first leg. Land on heel, 
then forefoot. Lower body by flexing knee 
and hip of front leg until knee of rear leg is 
almost in contact with floor. Return to original 
standing position by forcibly extending hip 
and knee of forward leg. Repeat by alternating 
lunge with opposite leg.

LEG EXERCISES



LEG EXTENSIONS

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Leg Extension Ma-
chine

Lift bar by extending hips and knees to full 
extension. Squat down by bending hips 
back while allowing knees to bend forward, 
keeping back straight and knees pointed 
same direction as feet. Descend until thighs 
are close to parallel to floor and bar is be-
hind lower leg. Repeat.

BARBELL LUNGES

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Squat Rack & Barbell

Clean bar from floor or dismount bar from 
rack. From rack with barbell upper chest 
height, position bar on back of shoulders 
and grasp barbell to sides.

Lunge forward with first leg. Land on heel, 
then forefoot. Lower body by flexing knee 
and hip of front leg until knee of rear leg is 
almost in contact with floor. Return to original 
standing position by forcibly extending hip 
and knee of forward leg. Repeat by alternating 
lunge with opposite leg.



INCLINE LEG PRESS

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: 45 degree leg press 
machine

Sit on machine with back on padded sup-
port. Place feet on platform. Extend hips 
and knees. Release dock lever and grasp 
handles to sides.

Lower sled by flexing hips and knees until 
knees are just short of complete flexion. Return 
by extending knees and hips. Repeat.

DUMBBELL STEP UPS

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Dumbbells

Stand with dumbbells grasped to sides fac-
ing side of bench.

Place foot of first leg on bench. Stand on bench 
by extending hip and knee of first leg and place 
foot of second leg on bench.

Step down with second leg by flexing hip and 
knee of first leg.

Return to original standing position by placing 
foot of first leg to floor.

Repeat first step with opposite leg alternating 
first steps between legs.



FRONT SQUATS

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Squat Rack & Barbell

From rack with barbell upper chest height, 
position bar in front of shoulders. Cross 
arms and place hands on top of barbell 
with upper arms parallel to floor. Dis-
mount bar from rack.

Squat down by bending hips back while al-
lowing knees to bend forward, keeping back 
straight and knees pointed same direction as 
feet. Descend until thighs are just past parallel. 
Extend knees and hips until legs are straight. 
Return and repeat.

CALVE RAISES

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Isolation

Equipment Needed: Calf Raise Machine

Set barbell on power rack upper chest 
height with calf block under barbell. Posi-
tion back of shoulders under barbell with 
both hands to sides. Position toes and balls 
of feet on calf block with arches and heels 
extending off. Lean barbell against rack and 
raise from supports by extending knees 
and hips. Support barbell against verticals 
with both hands to sides.

Raise heels by extending ankles as high as 
possible. Lower heels by bending ankles
until calves are stretched. 



BARBELL DEADLIFT

Primary Muscle Group: Quads
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Barbell

With feet flat beneath bar, squat down and 
grasp bar with shoulder width or slightly 
wider overhand or mixed grip.

Lift bar by extending hips and knees to full 
extension. Pull shoulders back at top of lift if 
rounded. Return and repeat.

BARBELL BENT-OVER ROWS

Primary Muscle Group: Mid-Back, Lats
Mechanics Type: Compound

Equipment Needed: Barbell

Bend knees slightly and bend over bar with 
back straight. Grasp bar with wide over-
hand grip.

Pull bar to upper waist. Return until arms 
are extended and shoulders are stretched 
downward. Repeat.

BACK EXERCISES



WIDEGRIP PULLUP

Primary Muscle Group: Back (Lats)
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Chin up bar

With feet flat beneath bar, squat down and 
grasp bar with shoulder width or slightly 
wider overhand or mixed grip.

Lift bar by extending hips and knees to full 
extension. Pull shoulders back at top of lift if 
rounded. Return and repeat.

HYPEREXTENSIONS

Primary Muscle Group: Lower Back
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Hyperextension 

bench

Bend knees slightly and bend over bar with 
back straight. Grasp bar with wide over-
hand grip.

Pull bar to upper waist. Return until arms 
are extended and shoulders are stretched 
downward. Repeat.



LAT PULLDOWN

Primary Muscle Group: Lats
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Lat pulldown ma-
chine and wide bar attachment

Grasp cable bar with wide grip. Sit with 
thighs under supports.

Pull down cable bar to upper chest. Return 
until arms and shoulders are fully extended. 
Repeat.

SINGLE ARM ROWS

Primary Muscle Group: Mid-Back, Lats 
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Dumbbell, Weight 

Bench

Kneel over side of bench by placing knee 
and hand of supporting arm on bench. 
Position foot of opposite leg slightly back 
to side. Grasp dumbbell from floor.

Pull dumbbell to up to side until it makes 
contact with ribs or until upper arm is just 
beyond horizontal. Return until arm is 
extended and shoulder is stretched down-
ward. Repeat and continue with opposite 
arm.



BARBELL MILITARY PRESS

Primary Muscle Group: Deltoids
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Barbell

Grasp barbell from rack or clean barbell 
from floor with overhand grip, slightly 
wider than shoulder width. Position bar in 
front of neck.

Press bar upward until arms are extend-
ed overhead. Lower to front of neck and 
repeat.

SEATED DUMBBELL PRESS

Primary Muscle Group: Shoulders
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Seated bench, dumb-
bells

Position dumbbells to each side of shoul-
ders with elbows below wrists.

Press dumbbells upward until arms are ex-
tended overhead. Lower to sides of shoul-
ders and repeat.

SHOULDER EXERCISES



SIDE LATERALS

Primary Muscle Group: Shoulders
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Dumbbells

Grasp dumbbells in front of thighs with
elbows slightly bent. Bend over slightly 
with hips and knees bent slightly.

Raise upper arms to sides until elbows are 
shoulder height. Maintain elbows’ height above 
or equal to wrists. Lower and repeat.

STANDING PLATE RAISE

Primary Muscle Group: Anterior Deltoid
Mechanics Type: Isolation

Equipment Needed:  Weight Plate

Stand up straight, holding a weight plate 
in front of your thighs with both hands. 
Your hands should be at the three and nine 
o’clock positions.

Keeping your back straight and your elbows 
slightly bent, exhale as you raise the plate out 
in front of you in an arcing motion until your 
arms are parallel with the floor.

Hold for a count of two.

Inhale as you lower the plate in a controlled 
manner to the starting position. Repeat.



FRONT LATERALS

Primary Muscle Group: Anterior Deltoids
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Dumbbells

Pick up a pair of dumbbells (using your 
legs, not your back) and stand with your 
feet about shoulder-width apart. Bend both 
your arms and knees slightly and hold the 
dumbbells so that your palms are facing 
your body. 

One arm at a time, raise the weight up 
straight out in front of you until it is slight-
ly higher than shoulder height. Lower the 
weight back down over the same path and 
perform the same movement with the oth-
er arm. Alternate back and forth between 
arms until you reach muscular failure.

SHRUGS

Primary Muscle Group: Traps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Dumbbells

Grab a set of dumbells. Hold them with 
your palms facing in toward your body. 
Shrug shoulders in an upward movement 
contracting your trap muscles.

Lower slowly and repeat.



SHUGS BEHIND THE BACK

Primary Muscle Group: Traps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Barbell

Stand up straight with your feet at shoul-
der width as you hold a barbell with both 
hands behind your back using a pronated 
grip (palms facing back). 

Raise your shoulders up as far as you can 
go as you breathe out and hold the contrac-
tion for a second. Tip: Refrain from trying 
to lift the barbell by using your biceps. The 
arms should remain stretched out at all 
times. Slowly return to the starting position 
as you breathe in. Repeat.

FACE-PULLS

Primary Muscle Group: Rear Deltoids
Mechanics Type: Compound

Equipment Needed: Rope Attachment

Stand facing rope attachment on high pul-
ley cable. Grasp each end of rope just above 
enlarged ends. Step back with one foot so 
arms and shoulders are positioned straight 
forward with cable taut. Point elbows out-
ward.

Pull rope to upper chest or neck, keeping 
elbows at shoulder height until elbows 
travel slightly behind back. Keep upper 
arms perpendicular to trunk. Return until 
arms are extended forward. Repeat.



UPRIGHT BARBELL ROW

Primary Muscle Group: Shoulders
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Barbell

Grasp bar with shoulder width or slightly 
narrower overhand grip.

Pull bar to neck with elbows leading. Allow 
wrists to flex as bar rises. Lower and repeat.

CABLE LATERALS

Primary Muscle Group: Shoulders
Mechanics Type: Isolation

Equipment Needed: Low Cable Machine

With low pulleys to each side, grasp left 
stirrup with right hand and right stirrup 
with left hand. Stand upright.

With elbows slightly bent, raise arms to 
sides until elbows are shoulder height. 
Lower and repeat.



CLOSE-GRIP BARBELL PRESS

Primary Muscle Group: Triceps
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Barbell

Lie on bench and grasp barbell from rack 
with shoulder width grip.

Lower weight to chest with elbows close to 
body. Push barbell back up until arms are 
straight. Repeat.

LYING TRICEP EXTENSION

Primary Muscle Group: Triceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: EZ-Curl Bar, Flat 
Bench.

Lie on bench with narrow overhand grip 
on barbell. Position barbell over shoulders 
with arms extended.

Lower bar to forehead by bending elbows. 
Extend arms and repeat.

TRICEP EXERCISES



STANDING TRICEP EXTENSION

Primary Muscle Group: Triceps
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Dumbbell

Position one dumbbell over head with both 
hands under inner plate (heart shaped 
grip).

With elbows over head, lower forearm 
behind upper arm by flexing elbows. Flex 
wrists at bottom to avoid hitting dumbbell 
on back of neck. Raise dumbbell over head 
by extending elbows while hyperextending 
wrists. Return and repeat.

OVERHEAD CABLE TRICEP EX

Primary Muscle Group: Triceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Standing cable ma-
chine, cable attachment

Grasp high cable with rope attachment. 
Face away leaning forward with elbows 
at temples. Keep upper arms locked, fully 
extend and squeeze. Make sure your keep 
your elbows nice and close to your head so 
that they do not flare. 

You may need to lower your head just a bit 
to keep it out of the way. A staggered stance 
is usually best for balance. You can put the 
heel of your back foot up against the cable 
machine for support. The degree of the 
bend in your torso can vary.



TRICEP PUSHDOWN W/ ROPE

Primary Muscle Group: Triceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Pulley machine 
with rope attachment.

Face high pulley and grasp rope attach-
ment with clinched hands side by side 
(palms in). Position elbows to side.

Extend arms down. Turn palms down 
at bottom. Return until forearm is close 
to upper arm and hands are in original 
position. Repeat.

TRICEP KICKBACKS

Primary Muscle Group: Triceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Flat Bench, 
Dumbbell.

Kneel over bench with arm supporting 
body. Grasp dumbbell. Position upper 
arm parallel to floor. 

Extend arm until it is straight. Return 
and repeat. Continue with opposite 
arm.



DIPS

Primary Muscle Group: Triceps
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Dip Stand (weight 
belt and dumbbell if needed)

Mount shoulder width dip bar, arms 
straight with shoulders above hands. 
Keep hips straight.

Lower body until slight stretch is felt in 
shoulders. Push body up until arms are 
straight. Repeat.

CLOSE-GRIP PUSHUP

Primary Muscle Group: Triceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Gym mat

Lie prone on floor with hands under 
shoulders or slightly narrower. Position 
body up off floor with extended arms 
and body straight.

Keeping body straight, lower body to floor by 
bending arms. Push body up until arms are 
extended. Repeat.



BARBELL CURLS

Primary Muscle Group: Biceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Barbell

Grasp bar with shoulder width underhand 
grip.

With elbows to side, raise bar until fore-
arms are vertical. Lower until arms are 
fully extended. Repeat.

DUMBBELL HAMMER CURLS

Primary Muscle Group: Biceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Dumbbells

Position two dumbbells to sides, palms 
facing in, arms straight.

With elbows to sides, raise one dumbbell 
until forearm is vertical and thumb faces 
shoulder. Lower to original position and 
repeat with alternative arm.

BICEP EXERCISES



STANDING DUMBBELL CURLS

Primary Muscle Group: Biceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Dumbbells

Position two dumbbells to sides, palms 
facing in, arms straight.

With elbows to sides, raise one dumbbell 
and rotate forearm until forearm is vertical 
and palm faces shoulder. Lower to original 
position and repeat with opposite arm. 
Continue to alternate between sides.

CONCENTRATION CURLS

Primary Muscle Group: Biceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Dumbbell, Flat bench

Sit on bench. Grasp dumbbell between feet. 
Place back of upper arm to inner thigh. 
Lean into leg to raise elbow slightly.

Raise dumbbell to front of shoulder. Lower 
dumbbell until arm is fully extended. Re-
peat. Continue with opposite arm.



INCLINE DUMBBELL CURLS

Primary Muscle Group: Biceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Dumbbells

Sit back on 45-60 degree incline bench. 
With arms hanging down straight, position 
two dumbbells with palms facing inward.

With elbows back to sides, raise one dumb-
bell and rotate forearm until forearm is 
vertical and palm faces shoulder. Lower to 
original position and repeat with opposite 
arm. Continue to alternate between sides.

PREACHER CURLS

Primary Muscle Group: Biceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Barbell, Preacher curl 
bench

Sit on preacher bench placing back of arms 
on pad. Grasp curl bar with shoulder width 
underhand grip.

Raise bar until forearms are vertical. Low-
er barbell until arms are fully extended. 
Repeat.



CLOSE-GRIP CHIN UP

Primary Muscle Group: Biceps
Mechanics Type: Compound
Equipment Needed: Chin up bar

Use an underhand grip, about 6-12 inches 
apart. Have a partner assist by “hooking” 
arm under ankles if needed. Concentrate 
on contracting biceps, NOT pulling with 
back. You MUST fully extend arms at the 
bottom. Never swing body for momentum.

CROSSBODY HAMMER CURL

Primary Muscle Group: Biceps
Mechanics Type: Isolation

Equipment Needed: Dumbbell 

Make sure to move naturally through-
out the movement by swaying your body 
slightly as you lift the weights. This will 
help to protect against injuries and will also 
maximize muscle stimulation. 

It is also important not to curl the weights 
past the point where tension will leave the 
biceps. You want to contract at the top of 
the lift not rest.



BARBELL WRIST CURL

Primary Muscle Group: Forearms
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Barbell, Weight bench

Sit and grasp bar with narrow to shoulder 
width overhand grip. Rest forearms on 
thighs with wrists just beyond knees.
 
Raise barbell by pointing knuckles upward 
as high as possible. Return until knuckles 
are pointing downward as far as possible. 
Repeat.

DUMBELL WRIST CURL

Primary Muscle Group: Forearms
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Dumbbell, weight 

bench

Sit and grip dumbbell with overhand grip. 
Rest forearm on thigh with wrist just be-
yond knee.

Raise dummbell by pointing knuckles 
upward as high as possible. Return until 
knuckles are pointing downward as far as 
possible. Repeat.

FOREARM EXERCISES



CABLE KNEELING CRUNCH

Primary Muscle Group: Rectus 
Abdominis
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Pulley machine, rope

Kneel below high pulley. Grasp cable rope 
attachment with both hands. Place wrists 
against head. Position hips back and flex 
hips, allowing resistance on cable pulley to 
lift torso upward so spine is hyperextended.

With hips stationary, flex waist so elbows 
travel toward middle of thighs. Return and 
repeat.

FLAT BENCH LEG RAISE

Primary Muscle Group: Abs
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Weight bench or use 

an exercise mat.

Lie on back with hands grabbing sturdy 
equipment or furniture behind head. Raise 
legs rapidly to a ninenty degree angle with 
your body. Squeeze abs for 3-count and 
slowly lower legs to floor.

ABDOMINAL EXERCISES



HANGING LEG RAISE

Primary Muscle Group: Abdominals
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Something to hang 
from

Grasp and hang from high bar with slightly 
wider than shoulder width overhand grip.

Raise legs by flexing hips and knees until hips 
are completely flexed or knees are well above 
hips. Return until hips and knees are extended 
downward. Repeat.

CRUNCH

Primary Muscle Group: Abdominals
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Dumbbell, weight 

bench

Lie supine on mat with lower legs on 
bench. Place hands behind neck or head.

Flex waist to raise upper torso from mat. Keep 
low back on mat and raise torso up as high as 
possible. Return until back of shoulders con-
tact mat. Repeat.



KNEE RAISE

Primary Muscle Group: Abdominals
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Something to hang 
from.

Hang from a chin-up bar. Rapidly kick 
knees up toward chin, rounding back 
slightly during movement. Hold and 
squeeze at the top. Don’t swing body for 
momentum.

AB WHEEL ROLL OUTS

Primary Muscle Group: Abdominals
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Ab Wheel

Kneel on floor or mat. Grasp handles 
on wheel to each side with overhand 
grip. Position wheel near front of knees 
and lean over wheel with arms extended 
downward, supporting upper body.

With arms straight, roll wheel out as far 
as possible. Lower body gently to floor 
extending arms forward. Raise body 
back up by flexing hips and pulling 
arms back to original position. Return 
until hips are extended. Repeat.



RUSSIAN TWISTS

Primary Muscle Group: Obliques
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Medicine Ball, 
Exercise Mat.

Sit on floor with knees and hips bent. 
Hold medicine ball with both hands. 
Recline back slightly balancing on hips 
with bent legs positioned as counterbal-
ance.

Touch ball on floor to one side by turn-
ing torso and reaching arms to same 
side. Touch ball to floor on other side 
by turning torso and reaching arms to 
opposite direction. Continue movement 
by rapidly moving ball from side to side.

PLANKS

Primary Muscle Group: Rectus Ab-
dominis
Mechanics Type: Isolation
Equipment Needed: Exercise Mat

Lie prone on mat. Place forearms on 
mat, elbows under shoulders. Place legs 
together with forefeet on floor.

Raise body upward by straightening 
body in straight line. Hold position.



 CARDIO FOR FAT LOSS AND LEAN 
MUSCLE GAIN

In addition to following a 4 day split routine, you might want to start off 
with 2-3 weekly session of 20 minutes each. But you should only do car-
dio (clycling or treadmill) on days after weight training or on your days 
off if you have a lot of body fat to lose. 

It does seem that if you do cardio longer than 30-45 minutes begin to 
take into a catabolic zone, even under the best condiitons. 

Cardio exercise can help our muscles burn fat during the workout, but 
our metabolisms quickly go back to normal.

Just be careful not to do too much cardio or you will risk losing muscle.



 Conclusion

I’m sure if you follow these dietary guidelines in addition to the “Hyper 
Growth Muscle Mass” training program, you’ll make great gains in your 
bodybuilding progress.

There comes a time in everybody’s life when they have to make some 
major decisions regarding what they truly want to achieve.

In order for you to reach your bodybuilding goals you have to have the 
right combination of correct information and dedication.

With the proper information given in this book, the rest will depend on 
you.

Only you can take the necessary action and make the necessary sacrific-
es.

Do not short change yourself out of what you really want to do and be.
Discipline, persistence, determination, patience and commitment are 
the things that determine the winners from the losers.

Don’t put it off.

Start right now.

You’re a winner, so go for it!

All the best, 

P.S. I’d love to hear about your results! Feel free to e-mail me at
plantbasedbodybuilding@gmail.com


